Normalizing genes for quantitative RT-PCR in differentiating human intestinal epithelial cells and adenocarcinomas of the colon.
As for other mRNA measurement methods, quantitative RT-PCR results need to be normalized relative to stably expressed genes. Widely used normalizing genes include beta-actin and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. It has, however, become clear that these and other normalizing genes can display modulated patterns of expression across tissue types and during complex cellular processes such as cell differentiation and cancer progression. Our objective was to set the basis for identifying normalizing genes that displayed stable expression during enterocytic differentiation and between healthy tissue and adenocarcinomas of the human colon. We thus identified novel potential normalizing genes using previously generated cDNA microarray data and examined the alterations of expression of two of these genes as well as seven commonly used normalizing genes during the enterocytic differentiation process and between matched pairs of resection margins and primary carcinomas of the human colon using real-time RT-PCR. We found that ribosomal phosphoprotein P0 was particularly stable in all intestinal epithelial cell extracts, thereby representing a particularly robust housekeeping reference gene for the assessment of gene expression during the human enterocytic differentiation process. On the other hand, beta-2-microglobulin generated the best score as a normalizing gene for comparing human colon primary carcinomas with their corresponding normal mucosa of the resection margin, although others were found to represent acceptable alternatives. In conclusion, we identified and characterized specific normalizing genes that should significantly improve quantitative mRNA studies related to both the differentiation process of the human intestinal epithelium and adenocarcinomas of the human colon. This approach should also be useful to validate normalizing genes in other intestinal contexts.